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Abstract 
Palmieri, J.H., Self-maps of modules over the Steenrod algebra. Journal of Pure and Applied 
Algebra 79 (1992) 281-29 1. 
For a finite module M over the Steenrod algebra A, we prove the existence of a non-nilpotent 
element in Ext>‘(M, M) ‘parallel to the vanishing line’. We use this result to give a proof of 
Margolis’ construction to kill Pi-homology groups, at all primes. 
Introduction 
Let A be the mod p Steenrod algebra. It is well-known (see [8], for example) 
that its dual A, is isomorphic (as an algebra) to [FJ 5,) &, . . .] when p = 2 and to 
E,]5,, 52,...l~~E[~,,,~,,...l whenp is odd. Define the Milnor basis of A to be 
the dual to the monomial basis of A,; let Ps be the Milnor basis element dual to 
s:“, and, when p is odd, let Q, be dual to T,. It is easy to check that when s < t 
then (Ps)” = 0, and for p odd, (Q,)? = 0 for all t. Therefore we call these 
elements differentials, and given any differential x and any A-module M we can 
define the homology of M with respect to x by: 
H(M, P;) = 
kerP:: M+-M 
im (Ps)pm’ : M-M ’ 
and for p odd 
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Given a differential x, define its slope, slope(x), by 
PIpII 
slope(P:) = 2 , and We(Q,) = IQ,1 . 
(This notation is motivated by Theorem 1.4.) The differentials are linearly 
ordered by slope; say that a module M is type (m, n) (also written M = 
M (m, n)) if and only if H(M, x) = 0 whenever slope(x) < m or slope(x) > ~1. We 
prove the following theorem. 
Theorem A. Fix a differential x with slope(x) = m. Given a finite module M = 
M( m, a) with H(M, x) #O, there is an element u •Ext;~~l(M, M) for some k 
which is non-nilpotent under Yoneda composition. 
This is a Steenrod algebra analog of the theorem of Hopkins and Smith that any 
finite p-local spectrum X with K(n - l),(X) = 0 and K(n):,(X) # 0 has a u,-map, 
a non-nilpotent self-map that induces an isomorphism on K(n)-homology (see 
[4]). (In the appropriate setting, the map u in Theorem A induces an iso- 
morphism on x-homology.) Theorem A is a generalization of a result used by 
Hopkins and Smith to prove the theorem for spectra. We actually prove Theorem 
A for a slightly larger collection of modules than finite ones, namely for ‘stably 
finite’ modules (see Section 1). In Section 3, for each differential x we construct a 
stably finite module M = M (slope(x), x) with H(M, x) # 0, solving the algebraic 
analog of the problem of constructing a finite spectrum with a u,,-map. Note that 
for each x one can also construct a finite module M of this sort, by taking a tensor 
product of ‘pth powers’ of sub-Hopf algebras A(n) of A for particular n’s, using 
Mitchell’s A-module structure. At the prime 2. for example, the module 
A(l)@ @A(l) ( w h ere @ is the doubling functor) is a module of type (7, x) . See 
Using Theorem A, we give a simple proof of the following theorem. 
Theorem B ([6] for p = 2). G’ even any bounded below module M and any integer 
rn? 1, 
(a) there exists a bounded below module N = N (m, x) and a map f : M + N so 
that H( f, x) is an isomorphism if slope(x) 2 m; 
(b) there exists a bounded below module L = L( 1, m - 1) and a map 
g : L + M so that H( g, y) is an isomorphism if slope(y) < m. 
In other words, we describe how to kill off homology groups for initial and 
terminal intervals of differentials in the linear ordering by slope. Theorem B is an 
important step in developing a chromatic picture for modules over the Steenrod 
algebra (see [IO]). 
All of the main results in this paper hold when A is a sub-Hopf algebra of the 
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Steenrod algebra, as long as one restricts attention to the differentials contained 
in A. For convenience, we state and prove everything in terms of the full 
Steenrod algebra. For the more general case some changes are needed; in 
particular, Proposition 1.9 will not hold, so Proposition 1.10 will only be valid for 
s % 0. The reader can work out the necessary changes in the proofs of the main 
results. 
In Section 1 we review some properties of the x-homology groups and the 
stable category of modules over the Steenrod algebra; we also introduce the 
category of stably finite modules. In Section 2 we prove Theorem A, and in 
Section 3 we prove Theorem B. 
1. Preliminaries 
We need a few facts about the P:- and Q,-homology groups defined above. For 
the differentials x with x2 = 0, given a short exact sequence of modules, there is a 
long exact sequence in homology; there is a variant (which we will not use 
explicitly) when xp = 0, for p > 2. We have the following two basic results; in [6] 
Margolis proves both of these at the prime 2, and his proofs extend easily to the 
general case. Given two A-modules, their tensor product is an A-module via the 
diagonal action. There is not a Kunneth formula for x-homology in general, but 
the following weaker result does hold. 
Proposition 1.1 (19.18 in [6], for p =2). Let L, M, and N be bounded below 
A-modules, and let x E A be a differential. 
(a) Zf H(M, x) = 0 or H(N, x) = 0, then H(M @ N, x) = 0. 
(b) If f : M+ N induces an isomorphism on x-homology, then so does 
f@l,:MC3L+N@L. 0 
Proposition 1.2 (19.16 in [6], for p = 2). Given a differential x E A and un inverse 
system of modules M,, with {IM, I} bounded below, Iim’M, = 0, and 
lim’H(M,, , x) = 0, then 
H( lim MU, x) = lim H( MU, x) . 0 
We also recall these two much deeper results: 
Theorem 1.3 [I, 91. Let M be a bounded below A-module. Then M is free if and 
only if H(M, x) = 0 for all differentials x E A. q 
Theorem 1.4 [2,7]. If M = M(m, m) is a bounded below module, then 
Ext;‘(M, lF,> = 0 if t < ms - c, where c = e - (MI with e independent of M. 0 
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Remark 1.5. The statement of the main theorem in [7] is not this precise 
regarding the form of the intercept c; the proof is, though. 
Henceforth, the slope of a line in Ext”“ will refer to its slope in (s, t)- 
coordinates; for example, the line r = ms - c in Theorem 1.4 has slope m. 
Similarly, when we speak about phenomena ‘above’ or ‘below’ such a line, we 
mean in these coordinates; hence, Theorem 1.4 says that Ext;‘(M, [F,,) is 0 below 
a line of slope m. Note that this language conflicts with the usual pictures of Ext’,‘, 
in (t - s, s)-coordinates, where a line with slope m in our sense would be written 
s = A(t - s) + d, and Ext>‘(M, 1F,,) would be 0 above this line. 
It is convenient to work in the stable category of A-modules, as defined in [6]: 
the objects of this category are bounded below A-modules, and the morphisms 
are given by a bigraded group, written {M, N};‘*. Define 
{M, N}‘j;’ = Homa(M, IV)/ = 
= Homi(M, Z’N)/ = , 
where f-0 (‘f is stably trivial’) if and only if f factors through a projective 
module. To define {M, N}>’ with s # 0, we need more notation: given M, define 
an A-module flM by the short exact sequence 
O--,RM+A@M+M-+O, 
and let 0’M = Cl(l2’-‘M) (and f2”M = M by convention). Then define 
{f2’M, N}‘j;’ ifs?O, 
(M,R~‘N}‘j;’ ifs~0. 
We say that M is stably equivalent to N, written M = N, if there exist f : M+ N 
andg:N+Mwithfog=lNandgof=lM. 
Remark 1.6. (1) Note that if there is a short exact sequence of A-modules 
with P projective, then K = RM. We will use f2M to denote any of these 
equivalent modules. 
(2) For a differential x E A with x2 = 0, then using the long exact sequence in 
homology and Theorem 1.3, for any k we have 
ff(fJ ‘M, x) Z 2 k’s’opr(x)H(M, ,Y) ; 
for a general differential x, we have 
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ff(fpM, x) z p+p+)fqM, _y) 
(3) To build fln”M for s = 1,2,3, . . . , one constructs a projective resolution for 
M. So the next result should not be surprising. 
Proposition 1.7 [6, 14.81. If M and N are bounded below A-modules and s > 0, 
then Ext;‘(M, N) g {M, N}>‘. Cl 
In fact, the collection of stable maps satisfies most of the nice homological 
properties of Ext. We will make free use of these without statement or proof; see 
Chapter 14 in [6] for a reference. 
We need a generalization of ‘finite module’ suitable for use with the stable 
category. We certainly want to include all finite modules; we also need to include 
modules which are stably equivalent to finite ones. We also want to be able to 
take kernels and cokernels. Motivated by work related to the nilpotence theorem 
(see [3], for example), we make the following definitions. 
Call a property P on the category of bounded below A-modules stabfy generic if 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) If M @ N satisfies P, then so does M. 
(b) If O--t L+ M+ N-+0 is a short exact sequence of A-modules, and two of 
L, M, and N satisfy P, then so does the third. 
(c) If M is stably equivalent to N and N satisfies P, then M satisfies P. 
(d) If M satisfies P, then SkM satisfies P for all k E Z. 
Let 9 be the smallest sub-category of the stable category of A-modules which 
contains all finite A-modules, so that the property ‘M E 9’ is stably generic. If 
ME 9, we say that M is stably finite. By definition of 9, we have the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 1.8. If P is a stably generic property which holds for all finite 
A-modules, then P holds for all modules in 9. 0 
We combine these definitions with the earlier results on the Steenrod algebra to 
get a few simple corollaries; first, we need this proposition. 
Proposition 1.9. If M is a finite and N is any A-module, then for s < 0, 
{M, N}“A’ = 0. 
Proof. We show that if M is a finite module and N is any module, then 
Hom,(M, fiN> = 0; this is certainly sufficient. For every x E M, there is an n 
such that if r > n, then Sqic = 0. On the other hand, since RN c, P for some 
projective P, then for every y E RN and for every n, there is an r > n such that 
Sq’y # 0. Therefore, there can be no non-trivial A-maps from M to RN. 0 
This gives an immediate generalization of the vanishing line theorem (Theorem 
1.4). 
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Proposition 1.10. If M and N are stably jinite with M = M( m, m), then 
{MN}>‘=0 if t<ms-c, forsome c depending on IMI, m, and N. 0 
Using stable module language, Theorem 1.4 can be ‘realized’ at the module 
level; for an A-module M, let (1 MI1 be the stable connectivity of M, defined by 
(IMI( = I{M, ~,,)‘I;*(. (Th’ 1s is also the connectivity of a module stably equivalent 
to M which contains no free summands-see [6].) 
Proposition 1.11 (22.6 in [6], for p = 2). For each m there is an integer e so that for 
any bounded below module M, we have M = M( m, a) if and only if Ilfi”MII 2 
lM[-e+smforalls~-0. 
Proof. First, assume M = M(m, m) By Theorem 1.4, for all s 2 1 we have 
Ext;‘(M, ‘F,,) = {nsM, $,}‘jq’ = 0 when t<sm-e+\MI, for some e=e(m). 
Therefore, Ilfln”M(J 2 IM( - e + sm. 
Conversely, assume that H(M, x) # 0 for some x with slope(x) < m. Then 
H(R2‘M, x) = ~2s.slopc(x) H(M, x). So for any e, for ~90, we have Ilfi’“MII 5 
IH(0*“M,x)I=(H(M,x)l+2s.slope(x)<IM\-e+2sm. q 
2. Constructing self-maps 
In this section we prove Theorem A, generalized to stably finite modules 
(Theorem 2.2). First, we need to describe some particular self-maps. Let A(n) be 
the sub-Hopf algebra of A generated (as an algebra) by {P:: s + t 5 n + l} for 
p = 2, and by {P:: s + t 5 n} U {Q,: t 5 n} for p odd. Given a differential x in 
A(n), let C(x) be the subalgebra of A(n) generated by x (either [F,,[x]/x” for 
x= P:, or E[x] for x = Q,). Then ExtF;;“,(iF,,, lFp) contains as a subalgebra a 
polynomial algebra on a generator u(x) in bidegree (2,2. slope(x)) (see [7], for 
example). We need this result, due to Lin at the prime 2 and to Wilkerson in the 
general case. 
Lemma 2.1 [5,11]. Let x be a differential in A(n). Then we can lift some power of 
u(x) through the restriction map Exr;‘,,,,( 5,)) lFp) -+ ExtS,:;,,( [FII, F,,). 0 
Now we come to our main result, that modules in 9 have self-maps parallel to 
their vanishing lines. Part (a) is a slight generalization of a result of Hopkins and 
Smith 141. 
Theorem 2.2. Fix a differential x in A with slope(x) = m. Assume that M = 
M(m,-;o) is stably finite with H(M,x)#O (i.e., Mf M(m+ 1,x)). 
(a) Then for some k there is a map v : CJkM+ Z: k”‘M which is non-nilpotent in 
{M, M};‘“; H( u x 1s an isomorphism, and H(u, y) = 0 when y Zx. , ) 
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(b) Let 
Then K is bounded below, H(K, y) = 0 when y # x, and the map K+ M induces 
an isomorphism in H(-, x). We denote K by M(m). 
(c) M ( m ) is loop-p eriodic of period k, via u : l?~k”‘12kM(m)~ M(m). 
(d) For stably finite N, we have {M(m), N};‘* zu-‘{M, N}z’*. 
Proof. First we construct the element r.~ E {M, M}k,.““‘. By Proposition 1.10, 
{M, M};‘* has a vanishing line of slope m. If y1 is large enough so that x E A(n), 
we have an isomorphism in a band parallel to the vanishing line: 
{M, M},;’ = {M, M}“A;,z, 
for t < ms - k(n), where k(n) is some constant depending on n (and on m and 
M). Indeed, as IZ* = we have k(n) -+x, so that for n large enough, the line 
t = ms is in this band. 
If x E A(n), then by Lemma 2.1 we can construct a non-nilpotent element 
w E V,> ~,Jk,,l$ 
Now choose n 9 0. Let C(x) be the subalgebra of A(n) generated by x. 
Consider this diagram: 
Since H(M, x) # 0, {[F,, , F,,} T.;l*, -+ {M, M}T.i;*, is injective; the diagram clearly 
commutes, so the element w E {iF,], lF,,};,$ maps to a non-nilpotent element 
u E {M, M}:$‘. Since the restriction map p is an isomorphism in that bidegree 
(and in all bidegrees ( j, jm)), we have a non-nilpotent element u E {M, M}kA.k”‘. 
We want our self-map ZJ to satisfy certain homology properties, so we may have 
to use a power of u: we claim that we can choose j so that u i induces an 
isomorphism in x-homology, and H(u’, y) = 0 when y # x. The first of these is 
easy-multiplication by u induces an isomorphism on {M, M} $I!), so H(u, x) 
must be an isomorphism (so any choice of j will work). Now choose j so that u’ 
lies below the line with slope m + 1 and intercept given by the minimum degree of 
a (vector-space) map from H(M, y) to itself, for all y fx. (By genericity, 
(max deg H(M, y) - min deg H(M, y)) is uniformly bounded, so this minimum 
exists.) Then for all y with slope(y) > slope(x), the restriction of u’ to {M, M}T.iT, 
will be zero; hence H(u’, y) = 0. This finishes (a). 
Let u E {M, M}kAk” be the map just constructed. Let 
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K=li$ . . .~C-2km~22kM3~~kn’~kM~M), 
By part (a) and Proposition 1.2 we have 
{ 
H(M, x> 
H(K, Y>= o 
ify=x, 
ifyfx. 
There is obviously a map from K to M which is an isomorphism on H(-, x); thus 
to finish part (b) we only need to show that K is bounded below. This follows 
from Proposition 1.11: there exists an e independent of M and a choice of OrM so 
that ).T”‘Q’M~ 2 /Ml - e f or all r; therefore the tower is uniformly bounded by 
1 MI - e, so the inverse limit is bounded below. This finishes part (b). 
Applying u to the tower that defines K clearly induces a stable equivalence of 
the inverse limits, proving (c). 
Part (d) follows from another vanishing line argument-for any stably finite 
module N, there is a vanishing line in {M, N}z‘* of slope m; we have an 
isomorphism between {M, N}‘>’ and {M(m) , N} 2’ below a line of slope at least 
m + 1. By part (c), we know that {M(m), N}z‘* is u-periodic, and this iso- 
morphism says that {M, N}:‘” is u-periodic below a line of slope at least m + 1. 
Hence inverting u extends the periodicity to the whole plane, yielding the 
result. 0 
3. Margolis’ killing construction 
Our goal here is to prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.1 (21.1 in [6], for p = 2). Given any bounded below A-module M and 
any integer m 2 1, 
(a) there exists a bounded below module N = N( m, x) and a map f : M-t N so 
that H( f, x) is an isomorphism if slope(x) 2 m; 
(b) there exists a bounded below module L = L( 1, m - 1) and a map 
g : L + M so that H( g, x) is an isomorphism if slope(x) < m. 
Given a module M, if we have N and f : M-+ N as in part (a) of the theorem, 
we say that N is of type M (m, m), and write N = M (m, *). Similarly we write 
L = M (1, m - 1) if we have L and g as in part (b). Given a module M and two 
integers k ‘= m, we can also construct a module of type M (k, m), as 
or 
M+M(k,m)+-M(k,m) 
M+-M(l, m)-tM(k, m) , 
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where the maps are as in the theorem. We also write M(k) for M (k, k). One 
can check that for any integers 0 < k < rn 5 30, the modules M (k, m) and M(k) 
are unique up to stable equivalence. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (a) First of all, it suffices to prove the theorem in the case 
M= [F,: if we have lF,+[F,,(m, m), then given any module M we have 
M= M@FD -+ MCW,(m,+ . 
By Proposition 1.1, M (23 [F, ( rn, m) is of type (m, m), and the map is an 
isomorphism on H(-, y) when slope ( y) 2 m. 
So we need to construct [F, (m, m) . Let {x,,, X, , . . , x,} be the differentials with 
slope less than m; let si = slope(x,), and assume that s,, < s, < . . . < s,. 
Lemma 3.2. For 0 5 i 5 j + 1, there are stably finite modules M,, with M,, = [F, and 
Mi = M;(s,, m>, so that there are short exact sequences 
O__+ 2 -kP, @M, A ,-M;+ Mi+,*O, 
for some integers k, > 0. 
Proof. This is a simple consequence of Theorem 2.2-given M, = M;( si, a), we 
construct a self-map f; E { Mi, M,}2’k1sC; then we have f, : S mktsd Rk’M, + M,. Since 
Rk’M, is a sub-module of a projective module, we may arrange that & is injective 
by replacing Mi by a stably equivalent module. Let M,+, be the cokernel of L. We 
know that H( J;, x,) is an isomorphism and H( f,, y) = 0 for y f x,; thus by the 
long exact sequences in homology, H(M,+, , x,) = 0 and H(M,+, , y) f 0 when 
slope(y) > si. The lemma follows by induction. 0 
Of course, M,,, depends on the (i + 1)-tuple 6 = (k,,, k,, . . . , k,); we write 
M,+,(k) to distinguish them. Assume that at the ith stage one has self-maps 
f,gE {M,, M,}z‘* of bidegrees (k,s,k) and (l,s;e) respectively, and let Mi+,,k 
and M,+,,( denote their cokernels. If k < 8, then one can check that there is a 
map !,+,,I + M,+,,,; hence increasing the k,‘s gives us an inverse system of the 
M,+ ,(k)‘s. We claim that 
lF,(m, m) =@ M,+,(k). 
Let N denote the inverse limit; we need to check that the effect of IF,+ N in 
homology is right, and that the N is bounded below. 
For homology, we give the argument for H(-, y) where y* = 0; the other case 
follows similarly. Using the long exact sequence in homology and the fact that 
H( &, y) = 0, at the ith stage in the construction of M,+,(k), we have 
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O-+H(M,, y)+H(M,+,, y),C~a’opc(~)H(Z:-s,k,~kk’M;, y)+O. 
If slope(y) < m, then by Proposition 1.2 we see that 
H(lim M,+,(k), y) =O. 
If slope(y) 2 m, then by induction we have a vector-space isomorphism between 
the y-homology of M,+,(k) and an exterior algebra: 
my +,GL Y> = 2 Ek;l > 
with Iz,I = k,(slope( y) - s;) - slope(y). We have inclusions 
so by Proposition 1.2 we have 
H(F,,, y) F H&m M,+,(k), Y) . 
Thus the homology of the inverse limit is what it should be. 
By applying Proposition 1.11 to fin“!-‘M,(k), we can construct an inclusion 
z ms,k, R klM,(k) % P, with P projective and IPI 2 - e(s,)- s,+ IMi(k)(; thus 
[M,+,(k)1 2 IPI 2 -e(s,) -s, + Ihil,(k)l. By induction, then, we have 
I+f,+,(Q 2 -c (e(s,> +s,> > 
for any k; therefore N is bounded below. This finishes part (a). 
(b) Again, it suffices to construct F,, (1, m - 1). By part (a) we have 
f : 1F, * 5,,( m, m). By replacing F,, with a (bounded below) stably equivalent 
module, we may assume that f is surjective. Let L be the kernel off; then it is 
easy to check that L is a module of type F, ( 1, m - 1). 0 
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